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tasc is the perfect balance of functional, comfortable, and 
eco-conscious essential clothing that looks good, feels good, and 
does good. The foundation of our brand is built on our incredibly 
unique and comfortable bamboo fabrics which create a wearing 

experience like none other. 

Made for EveryoneMade for MovementMade With Care

At tasc, our mission is to empower active 
and sustainable communities.



CORPORATE PRICING

Minimum of 48 units to order.

EMBROIDERY

DISCOUNT DECORATION COST

SCREEN PRINTING

48 Units = 25% Off Retail

49-99 Units = 30% Off Retail

100-199 Units = 40% Off Retail

200+ Units = 50% Off Retail

SET UP CHARGE ORDER MINIMUM RUN CHARGE

SET UP CHARGE ORDER MINIMUM RUN CHARGE



POWER OF BAMBOO: The Fabric of the Future

Our clothing is made from our proprietary fabrics that took years of 
development and testing to make them just right.  These fabrics are made from 

natural fibers without using chemical additives for performance.  Our 
performance comes from bamboo and its inherent qualities that give our 
product its competitive advantage; remarkable comfort and dependable 

durability so you can perform naturally.

Kills Odors

Feels Insanely Soft

Breathes with You

Moisture-Wicking

Regulates Temperature

UPF 50+ Protection

NOT JUST ANOTHER T-SHIRT
WHAT BAMBOO DOES FOR YOU



CORPORATE COLLECTION
M E N ’ S  C O L L E C T I O N

CARROLLTON FITNESS T-SHIRT - $42

COLORS

Our Carrollton Fitness T-Shirt is about performance powered by nature.  It can 
withstand the toughest workouts without having to sacrifice comfort.

CARROLLTON LONG SLEEVE FITNESS T-SHIRT  - $48

COLORS

 a long-sleeve version of our best-selling crew neck. Just like its short-sleeved 
predecessor, this style is as versatile as it is comfortable and engineered to 
keep up with your fast-paced lifestyle.

CARROLLTON LIGHTWEIGHT QUARTER ZIP - $72

COLORS

Made from a fabric that is optimized for any activity, this lightweight layer 
performs exceptionally. Most importantly, you'll experience extreme comfort 

CARROLLTON LIGHTWEIGHT HOODIE - $68

COLORS

With a functional hood, thumbholes, and long sleeves, this casual hoodie is a 
lightweight heavy hitter that will keep you protected and performing all day. 
Versatile enough for any season.

CARROLLTON JACKET - $88

COLORS

The same fabric as your favorite Carrollton t-shirt.  Bundle up in ultimate style 
and comfort with the Men's Carrollton Travel Jacket. Offering you the perfect 
amount of warmth without weighing you down, this jacket is made to move.



CORPORATE COLLECTION
M E N ’ S  C O L L E C T I O N

EVERYWEAR SHORT SLEEVE POLO  - $68

SOLID COLORS

A premium performance fabric and classic style cues come together for a 
timeless polo made for any man, for any occasion.

STRIPE COLORS

CLOUD GOLF POLO - $84

SOLID COLORS

Our Cloud polo utilizes ultra-fine fibers in an innovative 2-yarn construction to 
combat pain points of the modern performance polo for a wearing experience 
like no other.

BROOKLINE STRIPE COLORS

MICROSTRIPE COLORS

 - $84

 - $84



CORPORATE COLLECTION
M E N ’ S  C O L L E C T I O N

SOLID COLORS

Lightweight and incredibly soft with the perfect amount of stretch. Easily 
layers under or over anything without any bulk. Updated fit for a clean look 
that allows you to wear with anything.

FITTED SMART FLEECE 1/4 ZIP

SOLID COLORS

Whether you're hiking a mountain or heading to work, our bamboo fleece is 
the layer you need. Featuring a high warmth to weight ratio to provide warmth 
without the bulk, and a side zipper pocket to stash your essentials.

LEGACY FRENCH TERRY SWEATSHIRT

SOLID COLORS

This timeless silhouette features the added benefit of stretch and 
performance capabilities. French Terry fabric lends itself to superior 
breathability and soft to the touch feel. This versatile top top makes a perfect 
outer layer for any occasion.

LEGACY FRENCH 1/4 ZIP - $94

 - $78  - $98



Provide jobs, healthcare, 
and education to nearly 

500 families in India.

Our clothing is created 
primarily using solar and 

wind energy.

We send clean water back 
to the Earth when our 

clothing is made.

We know every move you 
make. Our clothing was 

designed for it. 

Our clothing is fairly priced so 
that we can make a difference 

together. 

Let’s Do Good Together
Our manufacturing process has a respect for our surroundings. We strive to create a deep sense of 
connection between our environment and the human experience through our sustainable approach.



CORPORATE COLLECTION
W O M E N ’ S  C O L L E C T I O N

NOLA YOGA TANK

COLORS

Our #1 Seller for Women’s. Everything you want in a well-rounded women's 
ativewear tank: technical performance, comfort, versatility and made sustainably.

BAMBOO QUARTER ZIP

COLORS

Redefining women's outerwear, this quarter zip is semi-fitted with 
sleek design cues. Made from our luxuriously soft bamboo fabric.

NOLA CREW NECK T-SHIRT

COLORS

The active, modern woman needs an active, modern t-shirt. Versatility meets 
extreme comfort with the NOLA Crew Neck T-Shirt. Featuring fitted T designed for 
natural breathability and sun protection

NOLA CREW NECK LONG SLEEVE

COLORS

Not your average long sleeve top. A light and breathable active top, it's designed 
to naturally wick moisture away from the body and protect your skin from the sun.

COLORS

An elevated semi-fitted jacket with sleek design cues, made from 
our luxuriously soft bamboo fabric.

NOLA ESSENTIAL LIGHTWEIGHT ZIP UP JACKET

 - $42

 - $42

 - $48

 - $68

 - $98



CORPORATE COLLECTION
W O M E N ’ S  C O L L E C T I O N

LONGLINE BOYFRIEND T-SHIRT

COLORS

Our multipurpose Longline Tee is complete with understated design cues 
and outstanding performance capabilities.

WOMEN'S LEGACY FRENCH TERRY CASUAL SWEATSHIRT
A casual lightweight layer. Made from luxurious, breathable bamboo french 
terry fabric. Versatile to wear over anything, year-round.

COLORS

EASY V-NECK

COLORS

Here's your classic tee for a classic woman. Versatility meets comfort with 
the Classic Easy V-Neck short sleeve for everyday and everywhere. 
Featuring a relaxed fit and sustainable bamboo fabric that naturally provides 
UPF 50+ protection.

EVERYDAY SILK JENNY LONG SLEEVE
Crafted from our buttery soft active fabric, the Jenny Long Sleeve Active 
Shirt is not your average workout top. This tunic-style top has flattering side 
slits and a simple silhouette to compliment every body type. Enjoy 
maximum coverage and wearability wherever you're headed.

COLORS

 - $58

 - $48

 - $78

 - $68




